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Abstract 

The torsional properties of single-walled boron nitride (BN) nanocones at different cone heights, 

disclination angles and simulation temperatures have been investigated using molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulation. The simulation results indicate that  the torque and average potential 

energy decrease with the increasing cone height and disclination angle, and the failure torsion 

angle increases with the increasing cone height and disclination angle. For different simulation 

temperatures, the torsional behavior of BN nanocones at higher simulation temperature is more 

serious and earlier to reach a failure point, the maximum torque and average potential energy of 

the system decrease with the increasing simulation temperature. For different loading rates, the 

failure torsion angle decreases with the increasing loading rate, so the fracture of BN nanocone is 

occured earlier with higher loading rate. Therefore, the cone height, disclination angle, 

simulation temperature and loading rate are considered to be four main influencing factors for 

the torsional properties of the BN nanocones. 

1. Introduction 

The nanocones were discovered in 1992 as caps at the end of nanotubes[1]. Since the 

discovery about carbon fullerenes, nanotubes and nanocones, as curved nanostructures they 

attract investigators because of the excellent and unique mechanical, physical and electronic 

properties[2-4], The technologies of investigation about compositions and properties of 



nanostructures based on carbon structures are constantly emerging through the applications of 

various theoretical and experimental means, and these technologies also show the huge 

applications of nanostructures in engineering science[5-7]. Similar to carbon nanocones, BN 

nanocones were proposed since 1994 and several years later were experimentally observed[8-11].  

BN nanocones are also formed by rolling nanostructure sheet, and the electrical conductivity of 

BN nanocones is different with the different rolling direction and radius. However, as carbon 

counterparts, BN nanostructures are more attractive because of chemical oxidation inertness, 

mechanical toughness and thermal stability[12-13].  

The characteristics of nanocones depend on the angle of the sector removed from a flat sheet 

to form a cone, namely, the disclination angle. For carbon nanocones, there are five disclination 

angles (60°, 120°, 180°, 240°and 300°) and only C-C bonds. The BN nanocones have three types 

of covalent bonds; those are B-N, B-B, and N-N bonds[14], which result in the different physical, 

chemical, and electronic properties between carbon and BN nanostructures. The disclination 

angles of BN nanocones are the same with those of carbon nanocones, and those different 

disclination angles of BN nanocones have been synthesized experimentally[15-19]. Due to the 

existence of non B-N bonds in which disclination angles are 60° and 300°, these two types of BN 

nanocones are defective and the mechanical properties may be affected. In recent years, 

investigations for BN nanocones mainly about synthesizing various structures and observing 

electronic properties[20-21], but the mechanical properties are rarely penetrated into discussing 

which is very important for the applications of future, because of which, the study for the 

configurations and mechanical properties of BN nanocones under twisting shows important 

significance. 

In this paper, the twisting phenomenon and torsional behavior of BN nanocones have been 

systematically explored using MD simulation. Tersoff potential was used to describe the 



interaction of B-N bonds. The whole MD simulation process was carried out by Large-scale 

Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS). Initial model of BN nanocones 

used in LAMMPS calculation was supplied by Material Studio. The simulation of torsion of BN 

nanocones was performed based on the existed models and mature calculations. Finally, the 

effects of cone heights and disclination angles of BN nanocones on the energy and torque were 

investigated emphatically; in addition, the influence of temperature and loading rate on the 

torsional behavior also have been discussed in detail. 

2. Modeling and simulation method 

θ=120

 

Fig. 1. The cone sheet for rolling BN nanocone. 
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Fig. 2. The model of BN nanocone with 120° disclination angle and its layers. 



In the applications of BN nanocones, the mechanical properties of BN nanocones have 

significant practical value, among which the torsional properties play a crucial role. Therefore, 

the torsional properties are explored systematically in this study. Several types of cones with 60°, 

120°, 180°, 240°, 300° disclination angles and 20Å, 30Å, 40Å cone heights were modeled by 

Material Studio, respectively. The cone with 60° disclination angle has a pentagonal ring at its 

apex and the cone has a defective line at its wall which is formed by B-B or N-N bonds. The 

cone with 120° disclination angle presents a square ring at its apex and the cone only has B-N 

bonds. The cone with 180° disclination angle presents a triangle ring at its apex. The cone with 

240° disclination angle presents an apex formed by two atoms (B and N) at the top of an unusual 

hexagonal ring.[22]. 

The models of BN nanocones, for example, with 120° disclination angle in Fig. 2, can be 

obtained by rolling the nanocone sheet as shown in Fig. 1. The length of B-N bond is 1.45 Å[23]. 

In order to conduct the computational calculations, the entire nanocone has been divided into 

three regions (upper, middle, down) ( Fig. 2). The down region is fixed to constrain the nanocone 

and the fixed height is 3 Å, the upper region is used to bear loads and the height is 8 Å, the 

middle region is free of constrain, where the positions and velocities of the atoms obey the 

Newton’s second law. The atoms of upper region and down region are not subject to internal 

forces. However, they provide internal forces to the atoms in the middle region. NVT ensemble 

was employed in the molecular dynamics simulations, which can keep the number of atoms, 

volume and temperature constant. In order to reduce the temperature-induced fluctuation of 

atoms, the system temperature is set at 1K with the use of the Nose-Hoover thermostat 

algorithm[24]. The time step in the simulation is 1fs. The BN nanocone is completely relaxed for 

a certain period to minimize the internal energy and reach an equilibrium state before applying 

external load,  then, a torsion control methodology is adopted to apply external load to the BN 



nanocone, the atoms in top region of BN nanocone are twisted with the rate of 0.01degree/ps and 

meanwhile the atoms at the down region are fixed, so the torsional behavior of BN nanocone can 

be obtained. Tersoff potential included in LAMMPS software package was used to describe the 

interaction among atoms, when the program of LAMMPS is prepared with output parameters 

such as torque, average potential energy, etc, the characteristics of BN nanocones under twisting 

can be analyzed during this simulation. 

The classic molecular dynamics method is used to study the torsional behavior of BN 

nanocones, which is based on the Tersoff potential as mentioned above. Tersoff potential function 

was used to describe the interaction among atoms in this study, the formula of which is expressed 

as follow: 
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where 
Cf ,

Rf  and 
Af  are cut off function, mutually exclusive atomic potential and attractive 



atomic potential, respectively. 
ijr  is the distance between i and j , 

ijb  is command function of the 

atomic bonds, 
ijk  means the angle between i j bond and i k bond. These parameters can be 

derived by first-principles calculations and experimental data[25]. The parameters used in Tersoff 

potential are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The parameters of Tersoff potential. 

A(eV) 4570.8 c 1093.28 

B(eV) 3732.28 Β(×10
-7

) 1.1134 

1 (Å 1 ) 2.99038 d 14.82145 

2 (Å 1 ) 2.77618 h -0.6815 

3 (Å 1 ) 0 R(Å) 2.0 

n 0.351653 D(Å) 0.1 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Cone height 

In this study, the twisting phenomenon and torsional behavior of BN nanocones with different 

models have been analyzed. In order to study the influence of cone height and disclination angle 

on BN nanocones, firstly, three models with the same disclination angles of 120° and different 

cone heights of 20 Å, 30 Å and 40 Å were built to explore the influence of cone heights with 

simulation temperature of 1K, secondly, five models with the same cone heights of 30 Å and 

different disclination angles of 60°, 120°, 180°, 240° and 300° were set up to study the influence 

of disclination angles with simulation temperature of 1K. Thirdly, three models with the cone 

heights of 30 Å and disclination angles of 120°, but different simulation temperatures of 1K, 

100K, and 200K were used to evaluate the effect of temperature. Finally, three models with the 

cone heights of 30 Å and disclination angles of 120°, but different loading rates of 

0.005degree/ps, 0.01degree/ps and 0.02degree/ps were used to study the effect of loading rate. 



Through MD simulation and data processing, the twisting phenomenon and torsional behavior of 

BN nanocones were characterized by the relationships between torsion angle and torque, torsion 

angle and average potential energy respectively.  
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Fig. 3. The relationship between torsional angle and torque at different cone heights. 

In order to discuss the deformation process in more detail, the BN nanocone with 40 Å was 

taken as an example. When the torsion angle increases to 4.3°, the nanocone begins to lose its 

cone shell geometry and buckles into a twisted screw. Point A in Fig. 3 is the critical point for 

twisting, and the corresponding visual picture is shown in Fig. 4(A). Beyond critical point A, the 

structural integrity of BN nanocone will be destroyed including that B-N bonds break gradually 

and rearrange in some degree, which induces that the curve from A to C in Fig. 3 increases 

nonlinearly and has fluctuations up and down. Deformation in point B is shown in Fig. 4(B). 

Subsequently, when torsion angle is 42.6°, the curve reaches at failure point C as shown in Fig. 3 



and Fig. 4(C), corresponding torque at this point is largest and torsional behavior is the most 

serious. Once the curve passes point C, the structure of BN nanocone is destroyed completely as 

given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(D). The buckling deformation of BN nanocones under torsion has three 

stages ( Fig. 3). In the initial stage, the resultant torques increase approximately linearly with the 

torsion angle increasing before reaching the critical torques. In the middle stage, as torsion angle 

increases, the torques increase nonlinearly and have some fluctuations prior to failure. In the last 

stage, at large torsion angles, all of the B-N bonds almost break and the torques decrease rapidly 

to about zero nonlinearly.  

Fig. 3 also shows that the torque curves of BN nanocones with different cone heights have 

similar variation trend as the torsion angle changes, but the torsional capacities of which are 

different. The height is higher, the failure torsion angle is larger but the corresponding value of 

torque is smaller. Specifically, it is can be seen that the curve of 40 Å height deforms first and 

breaks last, the curve of 30 Å height deforms and breaks second, the curve of 20 Å height 

deforms last and breaks first. Therefore, it is concluded that the height is higher, the failure 

torsion angle is bigger and the maximum torque is smaller. 

α 4.3° 24.8° 42.6° 52.6°

（A） （B） （C）

Front 
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Top 

view

（D）  

Fig. 4. The deformation process of BN nanocone with 120° disclination angle and 40 Å heights. 

To explore the torsional properties of BN nanocones further, the energy during torsion has 



been studied and the relationship between torsion angle and average potential energy is given in 

Fig. 5. The average potential energy increases with the increasing torsion angle and then 

decreases quickly with some fluctuations when the torsion angle reaches failure point. Fig. 5 

shows the average potential energy curves of BN nanocones with three different heights, it can 

be found that the curve of 20 Å height arrives to the highest point first and its average potential 

energy is maximum, the second is the curve with 30 Å height and the third is the curve with 40 Å 

height. So the cone height is higher, the maximum average potential energy of BN nanocone is 

smaller and increases more slowly, also the corresponding failure torsion angle is bigger. Similar 

to Fig. 3, the deformation process of points A, B, C and D on the curve of 40 Å has been shown 

in Fig. 4, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. The relationship between torsional angle and average potential energy at different cone heights. 

3.2. Disclination angle 



In this study, the torsional behavior of BN nanocones with different disclination angles also 

has been investigated in detail. From the relationship between torque and torsion angle shown in 

Fig. 6, it can be derived that the tendencies of these curves are the same with those curves of 

different heights. Overall, torque increases as the torsion angle increases. At the beginning, the 

torque increases linearly until the torsion angle passes the critical point then increases 

nonlinearly and slowly between the critical point and failure point of torsion angle, finally, the 

curve decreases quickly when the torsion angle passes the failure point. The main reasons of 

changing process formation are not only the fracture and rearrangement of the atomic bonds, but 

also the position modification of the atoms. Under the action of torsional force, the nanocone 

begins to twist and atoms also start to move along the torsional direction. The torque increases 

linearly until the atomic bonds begin to fracture. Once the torsion angle passes the critical point, 

the atoms start to move because of the fracture and rearrangement of the atomic bonds, so the 

torque increases nonlinearly at this stage. Beyond the failure point of the torsion angle, both 

atomic bonds and structure of the nanocone are destroyed completely; therefore, the torque 

decreases quickly to almost zero. And it can be seen that, with the increase of disclination angle, 

the curve is getting smoother and the failure value of torsion angle becomes bigger. On the 

contrary, the torque decreases with the increasing disclination angles. This result is similar to the 

torsional buckling of carbon nanocones with different disclination angles[26]. The snapshots of 

BN nanocones of 20° torsion angle with different disclination angles prior to failure have been 

shown in Fig. 7, it is not difficult to find that for the same torsion angle, the torsional behavior of 

the cone with 60° disclination angle is the most obvious and its corresponding torque is 

maximum. However, the nanocones with 240° and 300° disclination angles are both almost no 

reverse and their torque are very small. Consequently, when the nanocone with 60° disclination 

angle has already broken, the nanocone with 120° disclination angle will break, and the other 



three are still twisting. 
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Fig. 6. The relationship between torsional angle and torque at different disclination angles. 

60° 120° 180° 240° 300°
 

Fig. 7. The torsional behavior of BN nanocones with different disclination angles at the same torsion 

angle. 

The relationship between average potential energy and torsion angle has been shown in Fig. 8. 

Average potential energy increases near linearly with the torsion angle increasing prior to failure, 

and then the average potential energy decreases quickly; sometimes there are sharp drops in 

energy curves due to the breaking of B-N bonds and a successive rearrangement. With the torsion 



angle increase, the average potential energy of the nanocone with 60° disclination angle 

increases the fastest, and nanocone with 300° disclination angle increases the slowest. So the 

nanocone of 60° disclination angle first arrives at the failure point, the nanocone of 120° 

disclination angle is the second, third is the nanocone of 180° disclination angle, and the 

torsional processes of nanocones with 240° and 300° disclination angles are longer than others, 

so they need more time to reach to a failure point, and there is no regular about the maximum 

average potential energy of these nanocones. Therefore it can be derived that the disclination 

angle is bigger, the increase of average potential energy is slower, and the failure torsion angle is 

bigger. 
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Fig. 8. The relationship between torsional angle and average potential energy at different disclination 

angles. 

 



3.3. Temperature 

In previous discussions, MD simulations carried out at constant temperature of 1K were used 

to investigate the effect of different cone heights and disclination angles on the torsional 

behaviors of BN nanocones. Furthermore the other MD simulations were performed at higher 

temperature of 100K and 200K in order to study the influence of temperature on the torsional 

behavior of BN nanocones. The relationship between the torsion angle and torque of BN 

nanocones at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 9, also curves for torsional angle and 

average potential energy at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 10. With the temperature 

increasing, the smoothness of the curve decreases and there are no distinct turning points due to 

the thermal fluctuation during twisting. As the temperature increases, atoms become more active 

and the fracture of  the bonds occurs earlier, but there is no clear turning point in post buckling 

stage, and the fluctuations in the curves is due to the break and rearrangement of atomic 

bonds[27]. At the same time, as the twisting atoms move actively, the distance between atoms 

will become shorter which is beneficial to the capacity of rearrangement and also makes the 

decrements of torque and average potential energy of the system occur earlier. So it can be 

concluded that the torsional behavior of BN nanocones at high temperature is more serious and 

earlier to reach a failure point than that at low temperature, the maximum torque and average 

potential energy of the system decrease with the increasing simulation temperature.  
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Fig. 9. The relationship between torsional angle and torque at different simulation temperatures. 
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Fig. 10. The relationship between torsional angle and average potential energy at different simulation 

temperatures. 

3.4. Loading rate 

In order to obtain further insights into the torsional properties of BN nanocones, the loading 

rate in MD simulation should be taken into consideration. Thus, expect the loading rate with 

0.01degree/ps in previous simulations, another two loading rates with 0.005degree/ps and 

0.02degree/ps were carried out in the simulations to investigate the influences of loading rate on 

torsional properties of BN nanocones. For simplification and without loss generality,  the models 

in simulations are chosen as 30Å cone hight and 120° disclination angle. The average torque and 

potential energy for different loading rates are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. It is noted 

that, for three kinds of loading rates, the tendency of the curves for the relationships between 

torsional angle and average torque and potential energy are similar. The main influence of 



loading rate on the torsional properties of BN nanocones is the failure torsion angles. It can be 

seen that the failure torsion angle decreases with the increasing loading rate.  This inidcates that 

the higher the loading rate is, the earlier fracture of the nanocone occurs. This observation is in 

good agreement with previous studies for the nanostructures [28]. The reason is mainly due to 

the high stress concentration under the high loading rate condition.  However, it must be pointed 

out that the maximum failure torque and average potential energy are almost the same when the 

loading rate changes. Thus, it can be concluded that the torsional properties of BN nanocones are 

loading rate dependent. Nevertheless, it is feasible that the loading ratio 0.01 degree/ps in the 

previous simulations is chosen for the consideration of simplification.   
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Fig. 11. The relationship between torsional angle and torque at different loading rates. 
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Fig. 12. The relationship between torsional angle and average potential energy at different loading 

rates. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The twist process of BN nanocones has been tracked by MD simulations, which was used to 

investigate the torsional response on single-walled BN nanocones. When the BN nanocone is 

twisted, it will lose its cone geometry and buckle into a twisted screw shape, torque and average 

potential energy increase with the torsion angle increasing until torsion angle reaches to the 

failure point and then decrease quickly. The torque and average potential energy decrease with 

the increasing cone height and disclination angle, and the failure torsion angle increases with the 

increasing cone height and disclination angle. In addition, torsional behavior of BN nanocones at 

different simulation temperatures also has been investigated. With the temperature increasing, the 



influence of thermal fluctuation becomes serious, and the structure of nanocones changes more 

quickly due to the frequent break and rearrangement of atomic bonds, also the toque and average 

potential energy of nanocones decrease as the simulation temperature increases. Meanwhile, 

through simulations of different loading rates it can be found that the loading rate also affects 

torsional property in some degree. These obtained results of torsional behavior for different cone 

heights, disclination angles, simulation temperatures and loading rates can provide the advanced 

knowledge of BN nanocones for their potential applications. 
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